Where Eagles Dare
Unconventional Warfare
Xtreme Survival Guide

“Enterprises must be prepared, with specially trained
troops of the
A hunter class, who can develop a reign of
terror downAthese coasts. The passive resistance war, in
which we have
A acquainted ourselves so well, must come
to an end” Winston
Churchill June 5, 1940
A

A

Winston Churchill was Prime Minister of England
A
during WW II. He knew that traditional warfare,
A
accepted by most leaders, was an obsolete survival path
A
that would fail. After making this speech, he formed
A
the Combined
Operations, better known as the
A Also in June 1940, Churchill sent a
Commandos.
A
Canadian (William
Stephenson) to the USA to open
A
the
British
Security
Coordination
(British
A office in New York to work with
Intelligence)
A
President Roosevelt.
This resulted in the beginning of
A
the US spy group known as the OSS and later the CIA.

A
A was named the Greatest Briton of all
Churchill, who

time in a 2002 poll, was an Eagle among Eagles in war
A military groups and spying are still, over
strategy. Elite
A considered the tip of the spear in
70 years later,
A warfare. Churchill would be pleased to
unconventional
A offensive hunter groups have evolved.
see how these

A
So how do we
A or should we engage in Unconventional
Warfare in Christianity
today?
A

A
Statistics show
us that most “traditional church”
A
(religion) denominations
are inept in the supernatural
A
arena. Miracles,
signs, wonders, healing, prophecy,
A
spiritual warfare
and
demonstrations of God’s power
A
(1 Cor. 2:4-5;A4:20) are deliberately ignored or rejected.

A

Most leaders/Christians
are either cessationist –
A
believing miracles
ended with the death of the last
A
apostle, (which
is
the
“church doctrine” I grew up in); or
A
they’re liberal
theologian
- rejects anything
A
supernatural in the Bible or anything supernatural
today; or dispensationalist – belief Christianity is
impotent; or neo-orthodoxy - no belief in miracles,
signs and wonders; or fundamentalist – don’t believe
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supernatural gifts exist today, as only rarely God will
answer prayer; or relegation theology – belief that only
those in a religious order (i.e. priest, nun, monk) with
exceptional holiness are considered “saints” and are the
only ones capable of gifts of the supernatural; or
scientific rationalism or humanism – that rejects a
human spirit concept or that there is a spiritual realm;

Historic Report
During the Middle Ages roman catholicism tortured or
burned commoners and laity for practicing gifts of the
Holy Spirit.

or the intermingling doctrines – those that mix
jewish, islamic (Chrislam), buddhist, hindu, occultic,
new age and/or personal cult/belief with the Gospel of
Jesus Christ… also are all supernaturally incompetent.
These groups typically attack, speak evil of, insult or
attribute to satan, the works of the Holy Spirit’s acts
that are accomplished through people.
Jesus said, “Therefore I say to you, every sin and
blasphemy will be forgiven men, but the
blasphemy against the Spirit will not be forgiven
men. Anyone who speaks a word against the Son of
Man, it will be forgiven him; but whoever speaks
against the Holy Spirit, it will not be forgiven him,
either in this age or in the age to come.”
Matthew 12:31-32
Even many of those calling themselves pentecostal
or charismatic or “Spirit-filled” are deceived in
limiting themselves and God in regards to spiritual
truth and the supernatural power and authority at
their disposal. Rhoda and I’ve experienced such
groups that are extremely traditional (man-made
doctrines and personal theories on the supernatural).
Such as, some believe they don’t need to do spiritual
warfare because they have the Holy Spirit in them;
some won’t allow or accept non-leader involvement in
personal ministry or supernatural gifts;

some don’t accept other Spiritually gifted persons/groups; some reject many supernatural gifts, especially from
the “non-approved” or those not under their “covering”, as they call it; or others where the ministry of apostles
and prophets are rejected by pastors/leaders.
All these are obsolete and unbiblical spiritual survival paths that fail.
“One should realize that any doctrine which denies, or in any way causes doubt and unbelief concerning anything
taught in Scripture is demon inspired. Furthermore, any power, influence or doctrine which causes one to become
passive, inactive, submissive, and unresisting to all supernatural workings seeking to control the life contrary to
Scripture, is not of God.” Finis Dake Annotated Reference Bible commentary found in Jeremiah 23
So what does all this have to do with Churchill and Unconventional Warfare?
Sir Winston had to fight 2 wars… the one against the Nazis and the one in his own backyard against his own
military people. Existing British military branches (army, navy, and air force) rejected, hindered and actively
fought against assisting with his ideas… and he was the boss! Each of these branches were stuck in their own
traditional thinking that each was more superior to the other and Unconventional Warfare wasn’t needed. They
were hindering success! Churchill then proved to these traditionalists (and to the Nazis), the capabilities of
Unconventional Warfare through… demonstrations of power. Opinions slowly changed to acceptance, as these
groups (Commandos and spies) proved their necessity and capabilities in warfare.
Unconventional Warfare is just as much a survival requirement in the supernatural realm as it is in the natural
realm. We also have to fight 2 wars… the one against satan and the one in our own backyard against those who
reject the Holy Spirit’s supernatural acts and those who implement them. These spiritually blinded groups are
hindering the success of spreading the Gospel; hindering successful ministries; hindering the success of
destroying the works of the devil and hindering the success of setting the captives free.

Demonstrations of Power Report
“Several missionaries have told me they discovered that of all the missionaries living on the Sinai Peninsula,
none have led a muslim to the Lord unless that muslim first sees a healing, a miracle...”
The Essential Guide to Healing by Bill Johnson/Randy Clark… page 70

So what can a no-nonsense, Eagle Christian hunter or hunter group that operates with the Holy Spirit and in the
supernatural realm do to achieve maximum success in these 2 wars?
Some of you may be thinking, “I’m going to stay in my (spiritually inept) “church” and try to fix it”! Yeah, I’ve
seen, heard and tried that plan. Only if the Holy Spirit directs you to stay for some reason should this be an
option. God’s Word says we don’t fellowship with those who are deliberately at war with (against) God’s Word.
Our Unconventional Warfare is rooted in our surrendering to God. We each need to do nothing but what we see
and hear the Father do, as Jesus did and taught us to do also (John 5:19). We ask for our spiritual senses to be
opened and utilized and ask the Holy Spirit to exercise His demonstrations of power through us, directing us to
act only under His strategy.
The Unconventional Warfare of miracles, signs, wonders, healing, spiritual warfare, prophecy, going in the spirit,
etc., is only maximally efficient and effective when we abandon our will, desires, plans, and thoughts to Him. We
work together as partners. We step out in faith and courage. When we choose our own will or submit to fears, we
are exposed to the enemies traps and landmines (i.e. pride, religion, self-idolization, evil spirit affliction); being
taken captive (i.e. mentally, emotionally, physically with diseases, evil spirit affliction, early physical death); and
most assuredly, failure of God’s will and our destiny.
If we are to be also “prepared, specially trained troops of the hunter class”, Christians need to abandon the selfdesigned, supernaturally handicapped, doctrinal boxes and passiveness they’re trapped in and get back to the
Unconventional Warfare that Jesus and the early church engaged in. Good Hunting!

